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Natural gas

 Some confusion introduced by media and some analysts
 Names

• Methane

• Shale gas

• Coalbed methane / coal seam gas

 These are all natural gas, CH4 (the first chapter of Chandra, Fundamentals of natural gas: 
An international perspective, 2nd edition, 2017, PennWell, provides a good discussion)

 Sources
 Conventional

 Unconventional

 Transportation of natural gas
 Pipeline

 LNG – liquefied natural gas

 CNG – compressed natural gas
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Confusion – What is LNG; What is LNG not?

 LNG is NOT a fuel.

 LNG is NOT a commodity.

 LNG is NOT distinct from natural gas.

 LNG does NOT compete with natural gas.

 NO process uses the -162 ˚C (-260 ˚F) liquid as an input.

 LNG is a transportation and/or storage phase for natural gas.

 LNG is always re-gasified for use.

 Natural gas is the fuel/commodity.

 The markets are for natural gas.
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 Why does this matter?

 The confusion can lead to bad policy and regulation.

 Indeed, this has occurred!

 The WTO found against a claim by Russia, with the WTO saying that 
LNG is distinct from natural gas in the gaseous form, and therefore 
differences in treatment could not be claimed to be discriminatory.

 See, WTO, EU Energy Package (Panel Report), WT/DS476/R, 10 August 
2018; www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/dispu_e/cases_e/ds476_e.htm

 See, “A False Dichotomy Between LNG and Natural Gas? A Comment on 
Recent Practices at the World Trade Organization,” by M. Wüstenberg, K. 
Talus and R.D. Ripple, OGEL, October 2018; www.ogel.org/journal-advance-
publication-article.asp?key=581
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Confusion – What is LNG; What is LNG not?
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US natural gas production and the role of shales
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Shale-based production has averaged over 70% of total since 2017
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US shale production by play – 2016 -2019



Have US natural gas exports impacted US 
natural gas prices?
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Correlations

Levels

Percentage changes

Absolute changes



Will US Henry Hub prices be pushed upward?

 It does not appear so in the near future.

 Permian gas production is currently outstripping takeaway 
capacity.

 This has led to some producers being faced with having to 
pay “customers” to take the gas away, to avoid more 
flaring.

 Prices have reached -$9.00 per MMBtu (note the negative).
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US LNG-based natural gas exports
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Number of countries

2016 - 17

2017 - 25

2018 - 31

2018

Sabine Pass 

86.1%

280 cargoes

Cove Point 

13.2%

48 cargoes

Corpus 

Christi

0.6%

2 cargoes

Total exports 

(mcf)

y-o-y

2017-2018

53% increase
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2019 (Apr)

Sabine Pass 

71.6%

104 cargoes

Cove Point 

17.4%

27 cargoes

Corpus 

Christi

11.0%

16 cargoes

28 country 

destinations



Where are we going?
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US LNG 
export 

projects 
- FERC
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The completion of the first Corpus Christi train (not reflected in the Existing Capacity numbers 

above) means that an additional 0.6 Bcf/d of capacity is operational.
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Current export capacity 

from the lower-48 is 

4.21 Bcfd, which 

equates to 32.25 mtpy.
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Current export capacity 

approved by FERC:

Under construction is 

7.54 Bcfd, which equates 

to 57.3 mtpy. So when 

this is combined with 

operating capacity we 

get 89.55 mtpy.

Not under construction is 

6.79 Bcfd, which equates 

to 51.6 mtpy.

LNG Canada has taken 

FID. It is planned to have 

26 mtpy capacity.



Changing world of LNG export capacity

 USA existing – 32.25 mtpy

 USA under construction – 57.3 mtpy

 Combined – 89.55 mtpy

 USA approved but not under construction – 51.6 mtpy

 Australia existing – 69.75 mtpy (Prelude FLNG 1st shipment 

this week)

 Australia under construction – 16.95 mtpy

 Combined – 86.7 mtpy

 Qatar existing – 77 mtpy; plans to increase to 110 mtpy.

 World current total liquefaction capacity – 406 mtpy (20 

countries) 20



BP 

Outlook 

2035

2017 

Outlook

Natural gas

Consumption, 

production, 

and balance

For context, 

the 45.7 Mtoe

surplus 

represents 

about 5 Bcf/d; 

this is about 

1% of 

production.

The 363.1 Mtoe

deficit implies 

about 

39 Bcf/d

403 Bcm/y

297 mtpa

Note that while 

Europe is 

expected to 

have a larger 

shortfall than 

the Asia-Pacific,

the expected 

surplus in CIS 

is sufficient to 

meet it.



BP 

Outlook 

2035

2017 

Outlook

Natural gas

Consumption, 

production, 

and balance

For context, 

the 45.7 Mtoe

surplus 

represents 

about 5 Bcf/d; 

this is about 

1% of 

production.

The 363.1 Mtoe

deficit implies 

about 

39 Bcf/d

403 Bcm/y

297 mtpa

Note that while 

Europe is 

expected to 

have a larger 

shortfall than 

the Asia-Pacific,

the expected 

surplus in CIS 

is sufficient to 

meet it.

Note that Australia is 

already accounted for 

within the Asia-Pacific, so 

the shortfall must be met 

from outside the region.



Pricing

 Different business models

 Evolution toward more spot and short-term trade
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IEA Gas Market Report-2018, p. 115

Note that Cheniere is NOT a tolling operation.



Economics of US LNG-based exports

 Netback pricing versus cost-plus pricing

 Henry Hub (HH) price – $2.37

 Cheniere Energy model (HH+15%) – $2.726

 Asian spot price – around $5.00 / MMBtu

 Asian oil-linked prices – around $9.00 / MMBtu

 European price – $3.50 - $3.70 / MMBtu

 Shipping costs

 Depend upon their own economics
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Cheniere 
Energy 
model
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1 million tonnes of 

LNG is equivalent to 

1.36 Bcm (or 48 Bcf) 

of natural gas, 

according to BP 

conversions. 



US competitiveness
 Use the lowest FOB cost out of Cheniere - $4.976 / MMBtu

 Compare to European and Asian prices

 Europe - $3.50 / MMBtu

 UK - $3.70 / MMBtu

 Asia spot - $5.00 / MMBtu

 Asia contract - $9.00 / MMBtu

 Since a lot of the Asian contracts are take-or-pay, it is not 
easy for the US to actually compete for these volumes.

 So why did the US still export?
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Marginal/incremental cost economics

 As long as a producer/seller is able to at least cover 
marginal/incremental costs s/he will tend not to 
shutdown.

 This is because anything over and above 
marginal/incremental costs provides contributions toward 
covering some of the fixed costs.

 What is the marginal/incremental cost for exports related 
to the Cheniere operation?

 $3.4856 / MMBtu – this was the Henry Hub plus 15% feedstock 
component.
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Shipping costs – Important to competitiveness

 LNG tanker rates are variable and based on their own complex 
supply and demand conditions

 Supply is impacted by observations and expectations for 
future demand

 These observations and expectations are affected by 
investment decisions for liquefaction capacity.

 Delays in liquefaction FIDs and construction may lead to delays in 
new tanker orders, or it may lead to excess tanker capacity becoming 
available, which may impact available tanker supply/capacity and 
hence market price.
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Shipping costs play a very important role

 Day rates

 Term contract rates
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LNG tanker rates (2009-2016)
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LNG tanker rates – Fearnleys Weekly Reports



Shipping cost estimates – Term charter
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For tanker day rates of +/- $20,000 around the $70,000

Zeebrugge                 $0.72  - $1.10

Shanghai (Panama)  $1.51  - $2.26
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Shipping cost estimates – November 2018 spot
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Implications of the lack of full-cost recovery

 What we see here is that there is incentive to continue to export 
where there are contractual obligations in place.

 But the incentive, currently, to expand export capacity is limited.

 We only decide to build capacity when we believe (usually on an 
expected outcome basis) that we will be able to recover our full 
investment plus a reasonable rate of return.

 The issue of the lack of full-cost recovery also affects Australia.

 This could also affect the proposed Alaska North Slope natural gas 
to LNG project that China is interested in.
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South Korean LNG imports
 For 2018, imports arrived from 22 exporting countries.

 The top five were: Qatar (32.5%), Australia (17.9%), USA 
(10.7%), Oman (9.6%), and Malaysia (8.4%).

 S. Korea accounted for 14% of global LNG in 2018.

 2018 LNG imports equaled 60.2 Bcm or 44 MT.

 Total LNG regasification capacity, from six locations, 
equals 120.9 mtpa.

 This implies 36.4% capacity utilization.

 During the 2018-2019(Apr) period, S. Korea imported ~36% 
of its LNG on spot terms, and it accounted for ~10% of all 
spot-based LNG imports for the period. 37



What about China
 LNG imports grew from 52.9 Bcm (2017) to 73.5 Bcm (2018).

 Number of supplier countries was 21 (2017) and 23 (2018).

 Australia has been China’s largest supplier with 43.7% of LNG in 
2018, down slightly from 45.1% in 2017.

 Pipeline imports grew from 39.9 Bcm (2017) to 47.9 Bcm (2018).

 Total import share increased from 38.6% of consumption to 42.9%.

 China accounted for ~20% (the largest share) of spot-based LNG 
over the 2018-2019(Apr) period.

 China LNG tariffs: 10% Sept. 2018, 25% June 2019

 LNG shipments from the US (Jan.-Apr): 2017 (4), 2018 (14), 2019 (3)

 US LNG total export volume was up 52% y-o-y for the Jan.-Mar. 
period 2018-to-2019. 38



Thank you!
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Questions - Comments
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